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Steve,
Thanks and I’m glad you’re feeling better. Let us know if there is anything we can do to help (review
case memo, exhibit list, etc.). We don’t intend to file any further exhibits or testimony, so I think we
are otherwise all good.
Kevin G. Fitzgerald

Foley & Lardner LLP
777 East Wisconsin Avenue
Milwaukee, WI 53202-5306
P 414.297.5841
View My Bio
Visit Foley.com

From: Junior, Steve J - OCI <Steve.Junior@wisconsin.gov>
Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 6:58 AM
To: Fitzgerald, Kevin G. <KFitzgerald@foley.com>
Cc: Dobecki, Stephanie <sdobecki@sidley.com>; Malm, Amy J - OCI <Amy.Malm@wisconsin.gov>
Subject: Acquisition of Superior Vision by MetLife, Inc.

** EXTERNAL EMAIL MESSAGE **
Kevin

Attached is the Hearing Notice and related cover letter for the hearing on the acquisition of control of
Superior Vision Insurance Plan of Wisconsin, Inc. by MetLife, Inc. I was sick for a few days last week,
which is the reason for the delayed transmission.
Steve

Steven J. Junior | Insurance Program Manager
Division of Financial Regulation
Wisconsin Office of the Commissioner of Insurance
125 South Webster Street

Madison, Wisconsin 53703
steve.junior@wisconsin.gov | 608-267-4388 | www.oci.wi.gov

The information contained in this message, including but not limited to any attachments, may
be confidential or protected by the attorney-client or work-product privileges. It is not
intended for transmission to, or receipt by, any unauthorized persons. If you have received this
message in error, please (i) do not read it, (ii) reply to the sender that you received the message
in error, and (iii) erase or destroy the message and any attachments or copies. Any disclosure,
copying, distribution or reliance on the contents of this message or its attachments is strictly
prohibited, and may be unlawful. Unintended transmission does not constitute waiver of the
attorney-client privilege or any other privilege. Legal advice contained in the preceding
message is solely for the benefit of the Foley & Lardner LLP client(s) represented by the Firm
in the particular matter that is the subject of this message, and may not be relied upon by any
other party. Unless expressly stated otherwise, nothing contained in this message should be
construed as a digital or electronic signature, nor is it intended to reflect an intention to make
an agreement by electronic means.

